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Biggest Mouth erupts
with heart and soul

Columbia’s 12th annual Biggest Mouth competition brought soul, jazz, funk and hip-hop to
the stage of the iconic Metro, 3730 N. Clark St.,
on April 21. Consoul, a rusty, soulful hip-hop
group, captured the judges’ attention, winning
the group first place.

See FEATURE, Pages 20 & 21
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Students should have more input
in how their tuition is spent
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S

tudents are attracted to the
colleges they attend for various
reasons. Some students are
most interested in what they will
learn at an institution while others
may be dazzled by what f lashy amenities the college offers.
In an ideal world, colleges would not
have to choose between amenities and
programs, but that’s not the world we
live in today.
What Columbia administrators and
those at colleges nationwide should
remember is that students—for the
most part—care more about the substance of their education than the
architecture that will surround them
as they absorb this new knowledge.
The Chronicle of Higher Education
evaluated state-by-state funding of
public universities over 25 years in its
March 3, 2014, issue and found that
both state and federal funding had
declined at more than 600 colleges
nationwide.
Thus it’s no surprise that students
at the University of California, Berkeley,
recently complained that the addition
of unnecessary amenities including
“nap pods” to their campus does nothing
to quell their post-grad worries about
crushing student debt, according to an
April 19 article by The Atlantic.
Columbia students have echoed
those complaints.
It’s understandable that luxurious
amenities and designer furniture can
give colleges a competitive edge by
impressing prospective students and
enticing them to enroll.
But the emphasis on a college’s excellence should be framed more directly
in terms of its curriculum, programs
and financial support for students than
its visual appeal.
The college’s Student Government
Association advocated for Monetary
Award Program grant funding April 20
for Illinois Lobby Day, as reported in
the story on Page 7.
Even on our own campus, students
have been frustrated by the allocation
of funding to the redesigning of certain buildings’ entire floors and the
addition of hammocks and bean bags to
2 THE CHRONICLE APRIL 25, 2016
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make the campus “more comfortable.”
But most students would find much
more comfort in the knowledge that
the college could pay for state-funded
financial aid or that the student center
might be put on hold until the college’s
finances shape up.
Students struggling to pay for college
are also acutely aware that the debt they
are accumulating is not just funding
academic programs but is also going
toward the bells and whistles that they
often are surprised to see on campus.
These improvements are typically
paid for with little to no consultation
with students regarding whether they
even want these new amenities.
Some perceive higher-ups’ decisions
to purchase things like costly designer
furniture and elaborate new campus
buildings as showing more concern for
getting new students through the door
than offering value to those who are
already here.
College administrators should consider students’ input through		
methods
such as focus groups, surveys or town
hall meetings to find out what their student body actually values.
If the overwhelming majority of
students would rather see their tuition
dollars go toward funding elaborate
architecture on campus buildings and
“nap pods” galore, their administrators
can reasonably make those decisions
guilt-free. But those students who value
funding thorough educational programs
and adequate compensation for the
faculty and staff who manage their education on a daily basis deserve to have
their voices heard.
ksenese@chroniclemail.com
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Columbia celebrates Earth Day in ‘peace and harmony’ » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

Cinematographer puts a
spin on ‘horror stories’

Cinematographer and 1980 film alumnus
Michael Goi talked about his filming
techniques at an April 19 lecture and Q&A
in the Film Row Cinema auditorium in the
1104 S. Wabash Ave. Building.

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

» andrea salcedo llaurado
CAMPUS REPORTER

DIRECTOR AND CINEMATOGRAPHER Michael
Goi received Emmy nominations for his
work on shows such as “American Horror
Story,” “Glee” and “My Name is Earl” but
says he still has not fully made it in his
field—and hopes he never does.
“I hope that I never make it because
when you have made it, that means you
have achieved a goal, and then you need
a new goal,” Goi said. “You should always
be reaching and never quite getting where
you want to be in this industry.”
Goi, a 1980 film alumnus and class valedictorian, visited the Film Row Cinema
auditorium in the 1104 S. Wabash Ave.

Building on April 19 for a film screening and
Q&A hosted by the Office of Development
& Alumni Relations and the Cinema Art +
Science Department.
Goi has accumulated more than 70 cinema and television credits including “The
Town That Dreaded Sundown,” “Salem”
and “Judas.” He also taught film courses
as an adjunct professor from 1980 to 1983.
During his visit, Goi shared how he uses the
camera to reflect characters’ minds, what
constitutes good cinematography and what
goes into his filming process.
Goi explained his shooting process
by presenting a clip from “American
Horror Story: Freak Show” in which
director Ryan Murphy asked him to
include flashes resembling 1930s German

State legislature approves
higher education funding
» jacob wittich

MANAGING EDITOR
REPUBLICAN GOV. BRUCE Rauner and state
Democrats came to a rare agreement
April 22 to provide emergency funding
for Illinois institutions of higher education as well as the state-funded Monetary
Award Program.
The Illinois House and Senate jointly
passed S.B. 2059, which allocates $600
million for higher education, reducing the
financial strain on various Illinois universities and colleges caused by the state’s record
10-month budget impasse.
“By passing this bipartisan agreement, lawmakers in both chambers put aside political
differences to provide emergency assistance

for higher education, ensuring universities
and community colleges remain open and
low-income students can pay for school,” said
Catherine Kelly, press secretary for Rauner’s
office, in an April 22 press release. “We are
hopeful the General Assembly will build on
this bipartisan momentum in the weeks ahead
as we negotiate a balanced budget with reform
for Fiscal Years 2016 and 2017.”
The bill calls for nearly $170 million—
approximately half of what has been allocated for MAP grants in previous years—to
be allocated to students waiting for grant
money from the state-funded MAP.
As reported April 4 by The Chronicle,
Columbia announced that while it has
covered the cost of MAP grants for the
2015–2016 academic year, the college will

fetish pornography.
To evoke a black-and-white scene full
of blinking scratches and lines, Goi said
he asked the film loader to unveil the film
in a dark room, spray it with water, blow
dry it and smash it with a flashlight before
putting it back inside the camera.
“The fun part of ‘American Horror Story’
is that we can create all these looks at the
same time we shoot them,” Goi said. “It
is not something that has to be done in
post-production.”
Harvey Pullings, a senior cinema art
+ science and advertising double major,
said he loves the unconventional way Goi
approaches horror.
“He does not rely on shadows [as] being a
primary source of fear,” Pullings said. “He
be unable to fund grants for the following
2016–2017 academic year if the state budget impasse continues. It is not known how
the bill’s passing could affect MAP funding
at Columbia.
“While the state still won’t be providing the
full funding promised to MAP students for
the 2015–2016 academic year, it’s still undetermined what the partial, stopgap funding
will mean for those students and higher education institutions across the state, including
Columbia,” said college spokeswoman Cara
Birch in an April 22 emailed statement.
The bill also appropriates varying
amounts of additional funding for several
struggling universities, including Chicago
State University, Governors State University,
Northeastern Illinois University, Southern
Illinois University, University of Illinois,
Eastern Illinois University, Illinois State
University and Western Illinois University.
jwittich@chroniclemail.com

does it in a way where natural light can
cause fear. He is more about the aesthetic
and emotion than just style.”
Goi also recounted a time he was challenged to film a scene of the show without
displaying the protagonist’s face because
production did not have enough time to do
her makeup.
Goi said that after discussing this issue
with the director, the crew managed to tell
the story by setting the camera behind her,
as the camera circled to showcase her mind’s
turmoil and turning the camera upside down
to show a picture through a glass table.
Miriam Smith, executive director of
Alumni Relations, said this event was part
of her department’s alumni roundtable
program launched last semester.
The college invites alumni to campus to
speak about their experiences in their field
and at Columbia.
“The tools and skills that [Goi] learned at
Columbia obviously played a major part in
his life as to what he’s doing [professionally],”
Smith said. “The real life lessons of studying
hard in school and being passionate about
your career path [are] something all students can gain from Michael’s talk.”
Goi’s parting advice to students was to
never go with their first idea when filming
because it is usually the most conventional
and expected approach.
“You thought of it first because you probably did it before and did it successfully,
which is why you want to do it again,” Goi
said. “A second way to do it is going to

be much more difficult to find, but it is
going to be more gratifying to watch
because it [comes] from a different part
of your brain.”

asalcedo@chroniclemail.com
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» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
SEVENTEEN ARTISTS, INCLUDING stu-

dents and alumni, will soon have
murals featured in the Wabash
Arts Corridor before the collegewide Manifest Urban Arts Festival on May 13.
Mark Kelly, vice president
of Student Success, made the
announcement at an April 20

meeting of sponsors and partners
on the fourth floor of the 600 S.
Michigan Ave. Building.
The new phase of the WAC project, “Big Walls,” will bring largescale public artwork to high-rise
walls throughout the South Loop
between May 1 and May 13 to coordinate with Manifest, Kelly said.
“It’s maybe the most important
street art event in the history of
Chicago,” Kelly said.

The WAC, which is currently
home to 20 murals and 10 art
installations, was launched in
2013 as a Columbia initiative
but has since grown to include as
sponsors neighboring businesses,
residents and other colleges in an
effort to brighten the South Loop.
The first installation, a mural
on the northern side of Warehouse
Liquors at 634 S. Wabash Ave.,
was completed April 19 by Ricky

Lee Gordon, an artist from South
Africa, according to Tara Vock,
director of operations & strategic
initiatives for Student Success.
Vock said the next artist scheduled to contribute is Dutch artist
Collin van der Sluijs, who will add
a mural to the south-facing wall of
1006 S. Michigan Ave. set to begin
on April 22.
Kelly also announced new
partnerships with neighboring

» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

» G-YUN YAM/CHRONICLE

Ricky Lee Gordon, an artist from South Africa, completed his mural (left) at 634 S. Wabash Ave. on April 19, contributing to the WAC art project, which features local
and international artwork like that of Heidi Unkefer, a 2013 design major whose work (right) on 623 S. Wabash Ave and was completed in summer of 2015.

“A SASSY TAKE ON DISNEY’S PRINCESSES!”
NY1

SEE WALLS, PAGE 11

New ‘Big Walls’ artists to join WAC family

organizations that are joining
the “Big Walls” initiative, such
as Roosevelt University, Harold
Washington College and DePaul
University’s South Loop campuses.
Roosevelt’s Goodman Center, 501
S. Wabash Ave., will become home
to artwork by Ruben Aguirre, a
2002 fine arts Columbia alumnus.
Kelly said Aguirre’s mural will
reflect his graffiti artist roots and
show contemporary elements.
“Look at how he has evolved as
this gorgeous fine artist,” Kelly
said. “His work looks like it is trying to escape.”
Don’t Fret, the professional
name of a Columbia alumnus who
has artwork inside of the 1104 S.
Wabash Ave. Building, is scheduled to add another piece to the
Roosevelt Hotel at 1152 S. Wabash
Ave. International artists
Renee Robbins, Hera, Zor Zor
Zor and Ozmo are among other
artists who will contribute to
Big Walls in May, Kelly said.
Jenni Button, gallery director
for Matthew Rachman Gallery
at 1659 W. Chicago Ave. and a

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events
Monday April 25
Blues Ensemble & Pop Rock Performance 1 in Concert
Columbia College Chamber Choir at the Sherwood

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

Tuesday April 26
Latin Pop Ensemble & Pop Rock Performance 2 Concert 7:00 pm
Improvised Music Ensemble at the Sherwood
7:00 pm
Wednesday April 27
Wednesday Noon Guitar Concert Series*
at the Conaway Center
Columbia College Country Music Ensemble in Concert

12:00 pm
7:00 pm

Thursday April 28
Hip Hop Ensemble in Concert
7:00 pm
Elliot Lupp & Mike Flynn Senior Recital at the Sherwood 7:00 pm
Friday April 29
Columbia College Laptop Ensemble in Concert
Chris Cozzi Senior Recital at the Sherwood

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

* Events marked with an asterisk do not give Recital Attendance credit

STARTS MAY 10
TICKETS 800-775-2000 |
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL BROADWAY IN CHICAGO BOX OFFICES AND TICKETMASTER RETAIL LOCATIONS. Groups 10+ 312-977-1710
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Joe Szaday Mike Collins Kim Livingstone Mike Maddux

Patrick Melvin Eric Scholl

Eric Allen Dave Dolak Mark Sramek

A
S

CAMPUS

The Faculty & Staff
Scholarship
Initiative
Helping Scores of Students Graduate

coustic
howcase
presents

Thursday, April 28
5 - 7 p.m.
Wabash Tap

1233 South Wabash Ave.
Bring:
* $5 Cover (drink ticket included)
* Used CD donations
(donate old/buy new)

CONNECT~HAVE FUN~GIVE

All proceeds to benefit Scholarship Columbia
www.colum.edu/fssi

Kat Keers

Paul Amandes
Fran Kondorf Babette Novak & Company
Marc Chevalier Pantelis Vassilakis
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Lizzie Moore, a freshman theatre major,
performed at Columbia’s Geek Culture
Gala on April 22 at 618 S. Michigan Ave.

» G-JUN YAM /CHRONICLE

PRESENTS:

POUR ONE OUT
A NIGHT OF BANDS WHO ARE
NEVER EVER GETTING BACK TOGETHER

BEAUTY BAR
APRIL 27
|| NO COVER || 21+ || 10PM-2AM ||
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» CAROLYN BRADLEY
CAMPUS REPORTER
WHILE STUDENTS WAIT for Illinois
government to fund delayed
Monetar y Award Program
grants, Columbia’s office of
Student Financial Services is
readying new financial advising
services to help students cope.
Students met with members of
SFS to discuss MAP grants and
other financial topics at an April
19 forum.
Cynthia Grunden, assistant
vice president of SFS, confirmed
that Columbia has provided $7
million to cover MAP grants for
the 2015–2016 academic year, as
reported April 4 by The Chronicle,
but said the college will be unable
to provide funding for the grants
in future academic years.
As noted on Page 3, Illinois legislature passed a bill April 22 that
would provide approximately
$170 million for MAP grant

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
Cynthia Grunden, assistant vice president of Student Financial Services, said she
encourages students to reach out to their state-level elected officials to solve the
Monetary Award Program grant funding issues.

funding statewide. However, it is
yet to be known how the funding
could affect Columbia.
Grunden encouraged students
to contact their elected officials
to push for a solution to the
MAP grant-funding problem.
Columbia’s Student Government
Association, which sponsored
the forum, recently attended
the annual Illinois Lobby Day on
April 20 to advocate for MAP grant
funding from the state.

“We are going to try to make [figuring out MAP grant funding] as
easy as we can,” Grunden said. “It’s
painful either way, but it’s money
students should get from the state.”
Grunden said SFS introduced
automated payment plans in the
fall of 2015 to make it easier for
students to pay tuition and reduce
their likelihood of receiving a
financial hold.
Pearl Natali, SFS director of
Outreach Education & Financial

Planning, said the SFS office plans
to offer students video chats with
SFS consultants by the end of the
Spring 2016 Semester.
Flor Carabez, a consultant of
Outreach and Education for SFS,
informed students of American
Student Assistance’s nonprofit
SALT program, which aids students in managing their finances
by providing information on loan
repayment, rent or mortgage payment and ideal careers.
Christine Tvedt, manager of
Outreach and Education for SFS,
told students about the Federal
Work Study position of peer
coaches within the SALT program.
She said peer-coaching opportunities will be available beginning in
the Fall 2016 Semester, or as early
as Summer 2016. Tvedt said SFS is
looking for up to three students to
be ambassadors for SALT to promote a stronger understanding of
financial issues among students.
“Students would be going to
student groups, [and serving as]
orientation leaders and RAs,” she
said of the position. “[They would

be] trying to team up and spread
the word about financial literacy,
money management and other
resources that SALT provides.”
Natali said a partnership
between the peer coaches and professional staff trained in financial
services would create a support
system because the SFS staff
would provide an administrative
counseling perspective, and students would offer support to visit
SFS to foster financial literacy.
“[The positions] each have their
own specific role and contribution
to the overall success of how we
reach and encourage students,”
Natali said.
Natali added that the forums
and peer coaching opportunities will be another resource for
financial information for students,
which could help with retention
and graduation rates.
Tvedt said the SFS vinyl
mural contest—a component of
SFS outreach—garnered seven
entries in its first year, and the
members of the office plan to
make a decision by May 1.

SEE FORUM, PAGE 11

SFS reaches out to address student concerns

Jammin’ with Jane
You’re invited to network and enjoy food, music by
Jukie Tha Kidd, dancing, and a photo booth this
Cinco de Mayo! Participate in a Silent Auction as we
help raise funds and awareness for…

The Andrew Weishar Foundation
(AWF)
and
The St. Nicholas Orphanage Fund
When: Thursday, May 5, 2016
Where: 101 Gallery at 33 E. Congress Pkwy, Chgo.
Time:

6:00 PM - 8:00PM

Price: $10 (Includes Buffet & Non-Alcoholic Drinks)
Please consider bringing new or gently
used clothing items to be donated.
Jammin’ with Jane is an annual fundraising event, hosted by
Columbia College Chicago’s Special Events and Promotions students.
www.jamminwithjane.com
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P-Fac calls for improved budget
transparency from administration
» LOU FOGLIA/CHRONICLE

Diana Vallera, an adjunct professor in the Photography Department and part-time faculty union president, said the college needs to better compensate its adjunct faculty in light of a study conducted by
Graff, Ballauer & Blanski, a local public accounting firm, on behalf of P-Fac.

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
CAMPUS EDITOR

by P-Fac, the college’s part-time faculty union, found only
13 percent of funding for all salaries and
wages at the college goes to adjunct faculty, who teach 48 percent of the college’s
courses, according to an April 14 P-Fac
press release.
Graff, Ballauer & Blanski, a public
accounting firm located in suburban
Northfield, conducted the study by analyzing Columbia’s annually audited financial statements posted on its website.
According to the study, the college spends
approximately $101.1 million on salaries
and wages per fiscal year.
“This is pretty alarming,” said Diana
Vallera, an adjunct professor in the
Photography Department and P-Fac president. “It will continue to reveal where their
priorities [are and] where they are allocating
their resources. It doesn’t seem to be toward
student learning, diversity and certainly not
toward valuing our faculty.”
Cara Birch, spokeswoman for the college, said in an April 21 emailed statement
that the college continues to encourage
participation and dialogue about the
college’s priorities.
“The college’s Strategic Plan, developed with broad support and participation of the Columbia College Chicago
community, puts the success of our students at its center, ensuring that we are
preparing our graduates to thrive in a
rapidly changing world,” Birch said in
the statement.
A STUDY COMMISSIONED

8 THE CHRONICLE APRIL 25, 2016

The accounting firm also reported that
Columbia’s finances improved each year
since 2010 with the college’s net assets
and endowment increasing and long-term
debt decreasing.
According to the study, the college’s net
assets increased to $434.8 million in 2014,
a 21.5 percent increase since 2010; the college’s long-term debt decreased to $92.3
million in 2014, an 11.3 percent decrease
from 2010; and the college’s endowment
increased to $135.2 million in 2014, a 14.7
percent increase since 2013.
Vallera said the college’s financial plans
need to be more transparent so the college
community can better understand where
and why budget cuts are happening.
“We are concerned about what it is
doing to the whole community and the
quality of student learning,” Vallera said.
“It is related to the dumbing down of the
programs and the college using finances
as an excuse to push through all these
changes that are harming the mission
of Columbia.”
P-Fac has expressed frustration in the
past about a perception that the college
was taking classes away from long-serving
adjunct professors, enlarging class sizes,
eliminating departments without consulting faculty, ignoring a need for diversity at
the college, hiring new upper administration and violating federal labor laws.
“If [the college] can’t be transparent
about all this, it doesn’t evoke any confidence, not just in P-Fac, but also in the
whole community,” Vallera said.
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com
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» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
A NEW COLLECTION of essays edited

by two Columbia professors examines the relationship between the
United States’ legal system and
cultural events such as the Black
Lives Matter movement.
“Cultural Studies and the
‘Juridical Turn’: Culture of Law,
Legitimacy in the Era of Neoliberal
Capitalism” was published April
6. Edited by associate professor
Jaafar Aksikas and assistant
professor Sean Andrews of the
cultural studies program, the collection is an updated follow-up to
their 2014 book of essays called
“Cultural Studies and/of the Law,”
Aksikas said.
Aksikas told The Chronicle that
the collection by a diverse group
of scholars examines the idea of

the “juridical turn”—the increased
presence of the law in events such
as police brutality, mass incarceration and social protests.
“Our notion of ‘juridical turn’
ties in well with all kinds of developments, including the increasing
role that prisons play, the criminal
justice system [and] the civilian
justice system,” Aksikas added.
He said the “juridical turn”
demonstrates the increased presence of law officials in everyday
events and the illusion that the law
instead of other social institutions
can resolve social issues.
“We have been seeing the intensification of the role of culture and
social movement in the culture,”
Aksikas said. “That is where the
Black Lives Matter movement kind
of fits in.”
Aksikas said the heightened
presence of the law’s place in

society is reflected in the increased
visibility of police misconduct and
violence toward civilians, highlighting the relationship between
race and the current political state
of the country, which Black Lives
Matter fights against.
He added that the movement’s
lack of concrete demands, which
some people have criticized, is
actually creating progress.
“It’s important to make [the
protest] into a revolutionary
movement that is about more than
racism and more than police violence and brutality,” he said.
Aksikas said the collection’s
contributors, who are fellow cultural studies scholars and professors from around the country,
discuss injustices toward civilians and consequential uprisings
like Black Lives Matter and other
social protests that are responding
to the strict legal system.
Andrews said the collection
examines the movement’s formation in the context of a deeper,
systemic inequality rather than
the individual actions of police

officers and government officials.
“People being racist or sexist is
deeply embedded in the structure
of U.S. law and culture,” Andrews
said. “There are historical reasons
but also reasons that have to do
with the reproduction of the U.S.
political economy today that help
us to understand why the law
works the way it works.”
He said to better understand the
Black Lives Matter protests and
» Courtesy JAAFAR AKSIKAS

the juridical influence on U.S. culture, it is important to question the
overall ingrained cultural system
rather than singular events.
“Instead of asking, ‘is there
something about racist cops,’
we might be asking, ‘what is it
about our society that we ask
cops to do such racist things?’”
Andrews said.
Aksikas said the topic is
timely and relatable given Black

SEE BOOK, PAGE 11

Book of essays reflects on
sociopolitical movements

» Courtesy SEAN ANDREWS

From left, Jaafar Aksikas, associate professor, and Sean Andrews, assistant
professor, within the cultural studies program, published an essay collection that
discusses the increasing power the legal system has shown over society.

LISTEN SPEAK
WITH YOUR EYES

WITH YOUR HANDS

ASL

SLAM

APRIL 28 2016
DEN THEATRE
@ ASLSLAM
# ASLSLAMCHICAG O
Center for Community
Arts Partnerships
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1333 N MILWAUKEE
CHICAGO, IL
1ST FLOOR CABARET SPACE
7PM-9PM

CAMPUS
WALLS, FROM PAGE 4

» MARIA CARDONA/CHRONICLE

» G-YUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Mark Kelly, vice president of Student Success,
announced April 20 the addition of 17 new artists
whose work will be part of “Big Walls,” a street
art project scheduled for May 1–13. The mural by
South African artist Ricky Lee Gordon is the first
to be completed at 634 S. Wabash Ave.

WAC partner sponsoring Ozmo, Aguirre
and other artists, said the artwork of
Amuse, another artist involved with WAC’s
“Big Walls,” is a notable addition to the artistic scenery. He will install his work on the
back of 777 S. State St., one of Columbia’s
residence buildings.
“He has done a lot of work around town—a
lot of interior works as well,” Button said.
“He is really visible in Chicago.”
Kelly also announced that a new building is scheduled to be constructed in the
empty lot near Hebru Brantley’s “Chiboy”
at the intersection of Wabash Avenue
and Roosevelt Road, which will mean
saying goodbye to the popular young hero.
However, Kelly said the developer of the
new building is committed to adding more
street art and being part of the WAC.
Kelly said the “Big Walls” project has
come a long way in its two years, highlighting a change in how high-rise business
owners have reacted to the artwork.
“It’s amazing how this has all flipped,”
Kelly said. “Two years ago, [when]
approaching wall owners, they would
just look at you like, ‘What are you talking
about?’ Now it’s very common that we are
being approached for the possibility of
[adding] a mural.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com

BOOK, FROM PAGE 10

Lives Matter’s strong presence in the city
and with Columbia community.
Seminary Co-op Bookstores will host
a book launch and discussion with both
authors and guest speakers from the
University of Chicago and University of
Illinois at Chicago April 29.
Alex Houston, marketing manager for
Seminary Co-op Bookstores, said in an
April 19 emailed statement that the event
reflects the bookstore’s mission to host a
diverse collection of books and authors for
the community. She said the Co-op carries
a higher-than-average number of academic
and scholarly titles, as well as hosting more
scholarly events.
“It’s also important to us to foster public
conversations on relevant contemporary
issues, of which the Black Lives Matter
movement is, of course, one,” Houston said.
Aksikas and Andrews will host a book
launch and discussion called “Does the
Black Lives Matter ‘Movement’ Matter?”
at Seminary Co-op Bookstore, 5751 S.
Woodlawn Ave., on April 29 to engage the
community in talking about the political
movement and how law shapes culture and
the juridical turn.
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
FORUM, FROM PAGE 7

She said the mural will be a printed piece
on vinyl material that will be placed in the
SFS office’s lobby, located on the third floor
of the Alexandroff Campus Center, 600 S.
Michigan Ave. Tvedt added that winners
will receive a $750 stipend for their work.
Natali said even amidst the state’s lack of
MAP funding, financial literacy has been a
constant effort in the Office of SFS.
Kevin Gomez, a junior photography
major and SGA senator for the photography
department, said he appreciates Columbia’s
efforts to provide MAP grants for the 2015–
2016 academic year and also acknowledged
his stress from the funding shortage.
“That is money I was putting toward my
education,” Gomez said. “Now I have to see
where things go and hopefully advocate for
myself and my fellow students.”
Frita Beauchamp, a freshman journalism major and SGA senator for the journalism program, said she thinks SALT is
a good resource for external scholarships
from agencies outside the college.
Luther Hughes, SGA president and a
senior creative writing major, said he found
the forum to be informative because students are more receptive to information
coming from their peers.
cbradley@chroniclemail.com
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Musical coming-of-age tale “Sing Street” falls flat » page 23

Spring Awakening’s
location uncertainty
disappoints fans

Spring Awakening organizers announced April 15 that the electronic dance
music festival will not take place in Jackson Park after losing its customary
home, Soldier Field.

» ARIEL PARRELlA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

popular summer electronic dance music festival Spring Awakening may need to rethink their summer
plans after the festival’s organizers
announced April 15 that it is still searching for a venue.
The festival, set to take place June 10–12,
is seeking a new location after proposals for
a Jackson Park location fell through due to
scheduling conflicts, according to an April
15 Chicago Tribune article.
The festival, hosted by React Presents,
a music agency that organizes local music
FANS OF CHICAGO’S

festivals, is in its fifth year and was originally slated to return to Soldier Field,
where the festival was held for the last four
years. React Presents’ parent company,
SFS Entertainment, filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy on Feb. 1.
Alderman Leslie Hairston (5th Ward),
who represents the Jackson Park neighborhood, said the decision to move the
music festival came after officials from
the University of Chicago informed her
office of its annual convocation, which was
to be held the same day.
“When we discovered that [Spring
Awakening] was in conflict with the
University of Chicago’s convocation

» Photos Courtesy REACT PRESENTS

ceremony, we realized there would be too
many thousands of people in the neighborhood,” Hairston said.
Hairston said her community has
reacted positively to the news, adding that
the decision was made in their interest.
“The community is happy that there is
going to be less congestion,” she said.
She said React now needs to find another
venue, but no information is yet available
about where the festival will now be held.
React did not respond for comment as of
press time.
Jeremy Manier, a spokesman for the
University of Chicago, said in an April
20 emailed statement that the neighborhood could not safely accommodate the
dramatic increase in visitors and traffic

That was a big turn of events, and people
are going to be turned off by it.”
He said he attended in 2012 because he
was excited by the historic landmark of
Soldier Field; losing that location will give
the festival a different atmosphere, he said.
Anthony Narchlewski, a sophomore medical student at Northwestern University
and a fan of Spring Awakening who has
gone to the festival all four years, said the
lack of a venue and lineup this close to the
festival means he is unlikely to attend.
“I don’t know if it’s worth all the uncertainty,” Narchlewski said. “[The first
location change from Soldier Field] was
understood, but then it started to get
frustrating.”
On the other hand, McCormick said find-

[The first location change from Soldier Field] was
understood, but then it started to get frustrating.
— Anthony Narchlewski
by hosting both events on the same day.
Manier said the convocation accommodates 20,000 guests.
John McCormick, a senior design major
at Columbia who has been to the festival
three times when it was held at Soldier
Field, said he is disappointed that the location will change.
“That’s not good for the fans that are loyal,”
McCormick said. “By this time [Spring
Awakening] usually has the lineup out.

ing a new location for the festival could
allow for larger spaces for the different
stages, comparing it to his experience at
Soldier Field, which he said was tight on
performance space for artists who were
not playing on the main stage.
“Maybe [some] new location can offer
more of a balanced experience for all the
artists,” McCormick said.
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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Wednesday, April 27
FRANKIE COSMOS
Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
7 p.m.
$13

» JACOB WITTICH

MANAGING EDITOR

Prince leaves legacy of
self-love among fanbase

W

hat feels like the whole world
has been in mourning since the
iconic and innovative musician
Prince died April 21 at the age of 57. Old
photos and clips of the Purple One have
flooded the internet, remembering Prince
for his biggest hits like “Dirty Mind” or
“Purple Rain” and iconic performances
like his 2007 Super Bowl halftime show.
Fans of the legendary performer have
reflected on their fondest memories of
Prince and how his genre-bending music
inspired them. I wish I could join in, but
I missed my chance to see him perform
live—and for the most foolish reason. I was
afraid of the harassment I might get from
my classmates for attending the show.
In 2004, my mom surprised my
siblings and me with tickets to see
Prince’s show at the Allstate Arena
in Rosemont for his “Musicology Live
2004ever” tour. Not realizing the full
magnitude of this opportunity to see a
living legend perform live, I declined the
offer and her boyfriend went instead.
I was 12 years old and feeling insecure
as I struggled to come to terms with my
sexual identity. From what I had seen
of Prince, he was overtly feminine. The
artist would fearlessly take the stage
wearing makeup and flashy jewelry. His
lyrics would challenge gender norms with
lines flaunting his “pretty hair” or wondering, “If I was your girlfriend.” Prince
was the antithesis of your stereotypical
straight male, which made me nervous.
A few months before, my mom and her
boyfriend took my siblings and me to
see the rock band KISS live at the First
Midwest Bank Amphitheater. It was my
first concert ever, and I proudly wore the
souvenir T-shirt I bought at the show to
school the next day. To my dismay, my
classmates relentlessly teased me, calling
me gay because the shirt depicted the
four band members in their signature
tight leather pants, silver studs and face
makeup. Having endured this homophobic
bullying once before, I was not prepared
to go through it again by seeing Prince.
In hindsight, that was a big mistake. I was
struggling to understand my homosexuality,
14 THE CHRONICLE APRIL 25, 2016

Monday, April 25

SUN CLUB

RJD2

Schubas Tavern
3159 N. Southport Ave.
8 p.m.
$8, 18+

The Metro
3730 N. Clark St.
8 p.m.
$20, 18+

Tuesday, April 26

but Prince’s concert could have been
liberating. Rather than being taught that
my homosexual feelings or feminine qualities were something to be ashamed of, I
would have learned from Prince that they
should be celebrated and even shown off.
Prince made a legendary career as a
straight man who dressed unapologetically
flamboyant. As Frank Ocean pointed out
in his April 21 tumblr post mourning the
star’s death, Prince made his first televised
appearance wearing bikini bottoms and
knee-high heeled boots. He genuinely
disregarded people’s opinions of him.
Prince’s outward appearance bent gender
norms just as much as his music bent genres.
Prince’s flamboyant appearance and
flashy performances were an expression
of his freedom from societal norms. It
was a level of confidence that I unfortunately did not learn to appreciate until
after I had learned to embrace my sexuality. However, as seen in Frank Ocean’s
blog post, it is safe to say that Prince
was successful at inspiring many other
people to take pride in their identity and
disregard others’ opinions of them.
Prince was an amazing icon who greatly
changed music, but he should be remembered for more than that. Prince was a hero
who promoted self-love and fearlessness.
His legacy will live on not only in the artists
he influenced but also through the people
he inspired to stay true to themselves.
I missed the performance but I didn’t
miss the point.
jwittich@chroniclemail.com

Friday, April 29

Saturday, April 30

HUMANS

MAX FROST

Schubas Tavern
3159 N. Southport Ave.
8:30 p.m.
$12, 18+

Schubas Tavern
3159 N. Southport Ave.
6:30 p.m.
$10

FROM THE FRONT ROW

Skylar Acord, bassist for
metalcore band Issues,
performed April 18 at
House Of Blues, 329 N.
Tom
May, singer
and
Dearborn
St., on
April 18.

guitarist of The Menzingers, performed during the
band's show at The Metro
on Nov. 20.

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

» SANTIAGO COVARRUBIAS/CHRONICLE
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G

reta Kline—better known by her
stage and band name Frankie
Cosmos—is a prolific artist by any
appellation. With more than 40 releases between her previous persona Ingrid
Superstar and the current Cosmos moniker,
Kline captures the difficulties of teen angst
with her sweet and concise songs.
The topic of youth is a popular theme, not
only in Kline’s songwriting, but also in every
interview the Frankie Cosmos front-woman
has done in support of critically acclaimed
Next Thing, the band’s second major label
album. On her song “Young,” Kline sings, “I
wrote some songs that I sung/And have you
heard I am so young.” Despite the subject
matter, her songs show an artist developed
well beyond her years.
Kline, 22, dropped out of New York
University in 2015 to focus full-time on her
music. The daughter of Academy Awardwinning actor Kevin Kline and ‘80s icon
Phoebe Cates, Kline has carved her own
path to stardom with the Frankie Cosmos
persona. Now, Kline and her band, consisting of Luke Pyenson on drums, David Maine
on bass and Gabrielle Smith on backing
vocals, are ready to shoot for the stars.

Frankie Cosmos ready to be your ‘Next Thing’
The Chronicle spoke with Kline about
crafting her stage persona, dealing with
her “youthful” identity and writing songs
for her 16-year-old self.
THE CHRONICLE: During “Young,” you
sing about people viewing your youth
as a gimmick. What would you rather
people take away from your music?
FRANKIE COSMOS: That was about people coming up with this gimmick about my
music instead of writing about it in a way
that treats it like art. People talk about it like,
“Oh, isn’t it impressive that she’s so young
making these songs?” Or like, “Isn’t it cool
that her parents are these famous people
we’ve all heard of?” But, I’ve found it
pretty annoying. I want people to
listen to my songs as art and not
think about me as much. I want
it to be viewed as a piece and not
looking at it like I’m a persona
they’re interested in. I just
write about myself. I happen
to be young. I don’t think about
youth necessarily being a
theme in my music. It’s like
Frankie Cosmos released
its acclaimed sophomore
album Next Thing, April 1.

saying being white is a theme in my music;
it’s all I know. I’m not gonna write about
some experience I don’t know about.
Did you feel any pressure after the
success of your first album, Zentropy?
The only thing that really affected my feeling making [Next Thing] was knowing it
would be coming out on vinyl and have a
press cycle and tour around it. I tried to not
let that affect the writing. I talked to Ezra
Furman about this. When you’re making an
album knowing you’re going to have it be an
“album”—like you’re going to do interviews
about it and play the 10 songs for a year on
tour and pick a single and music video—
all that stuff is really weird. It’s fun,
but it’s totally unrelated to the art
you’re trying to make. That was a
test of my will to not think about
that stuff while I was recording
[Next Thing] and just think about
it later.

You’ve said Next
Thing is for 16-yearold Greta. In what
ways is this true?
Personally, I felt like
I had to write this
» Courtesy MATTHEW JAMES WILSON
for myself at 16. It’s

all about looking back on situations with a
new perspective. Every year that goes by in
your life, you have new hindsight and maturity to look back on things that happened
when you were younger. Hopefully, that will
continue to happen to me.
Have you interacted with any fans that
were inspired by your lyrics?
At the [April 16] show, I got a letter from a
16-year-old fan that reminded me of something I would’ve written at that age. I sat
down and talked to her for so long after that.
It’s a weird position to be in to have young
people hear what I’m making because it
means it might affect the way they might
view their life. That’s a scary responsibility
because a lot of the stuff I’m writing—especially on Next Thing—is from the perspective of a much more mature person looking
back and reflecting on things that happened
when I was a teenager, having a lot of time
to say it and wishing I could tell myself like,
“What’s up?” I had this rare opportunity the
other night to talk to an actual 16-year-old
that I saw myself in. It was really beautiful and crazy to do that. It’s scary because
everything you say isn’t always going to be
interpreted correctly.
shall@chroniclemail.com

Singin’ in the shower
» ETHAN STOCKING-ANDERSON

OFFICE ASSISTANT

“Mornin’”

Al Jarreau
Hall & Oates

“REVOFEV”

“Rock Steady”

The Whispers

“Cinderella”

“Josie”

Steely Dan

“What a Fool Believes” The Doobie Brothers
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“Jugg”
“Sweetness”
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“Private Eyes”

» JACOB WITTICH

» ANDREA SALCEDO-LLAURADO

» GRETCHEN STERBA

“You See Me”

Staff Playlist

Childish Gambino
Kid Cudi
Britney Spears
Fetty Wap (Ft. Monty)
Jimmy Eat World

“Love On Top”
“Good Life”
“Classic”
“You Can’t Hurry Love”
“Everything”

Beyoncé

“Chandelier”

Sia

OneRepublic

“Peeno Noir”

Titus Burgess

MKTO
Phil Collins
Michael Bublé

“Love on the Brain”
“When We Were Young”
“Drunk in Love”

Rihanna
Adele
Beyoncé
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Exhibit advocates for body rights on ‘battleground’

» Courtesy MICHELE PRED

Noe said proceeds from the
exhibition’s auction will be split
equally between the artists and
Personal PAC.
“I hope the money helps [the
artists] continue making work
that reinforces an importance for
feminist ideology within the art
world,” Noe said.
One of the art works in “Your body
is a battleground,” created by artist Dan Paz, is titled “Salem’s Mute
Testimony.” It is a work of photography that has been cut into five
60-inch-long strips and installed
» Courtesy WEINBERG/NEWTON GALLERY
onto the gallery floor, Paz said.
“Your body is a battleground” will run at Weinberg/Newton Gallery, 300 W. Superior St., until June 9. All works displayed in
While creating “Salem’s Mute
the exhibit are available for auction throughout the run of the show.
Testimony,” Paz said she was
» ZOË EITEL
said she tried to get as many fem- the exhibition. Personal PAC thinking about the “state of the
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER
inist-identifying artists to partici- is a political action committee criminalized body” and the hispate in the exhibit as could fit in the focused on electing pro-choice tory of using photography for
FEMINISM, BODY POLITICS and the
space. She said the gallery reached state-level candidates.
identification purposes.
pro-choice movement converge out to artists who could represent
“[Weinberg/Newton Gallery]
“It’s important that we’re still
in “Your body is a battleground,” the status of reproductive rights has showcased art that shines committing to working toward a
a new art exhibit featuring the and feminist issues in Chicago.
a lens on reproductive rights, better, safer world for people to
work of more than 30 artists.
All of the works in “Your body is reproductive freedom and issues have freedom and control over
The exhibit opened April 15 at a battleground” are up for auction that go hand in hand with the their bodies,” Paz said. “We’ve
Weinberg/Newton Gallery, 300 W. on Paddle8.com throughout the work we do,” said Rickie Ryan, seen, in a lot of ways, local govSuperior St., and runs until June 9. exhibit’s run. The auction is orga- director of fundraising, mar- ernments using ways around legMeg Noe, director of exhibitions nized by Personal PAC, Weinberg/ keting and communications for islature to sort of yoke freedom or
and programming at the gallery, Newton Gallery’s partner for Personal PAC.
put certain walls up.”

Paz said it is “incredible” to still
be having the conversation about
ownership and freedom of a person’s body in 2016.
Noe said change tends to be
slow moving, and she is not sure
whether the exhibition will help
the feminist and pro-choice movements beyond letting the community know the concepts are still
important to fight for.
“The most I could possibly hope
for is that this exhibition reminds
folks that defending this right is
extremely important for all citizens,” Noe said. “It’s not a partisan issue; it’s not a women’s issue;
it’s a human rights issue. Roe v.
Wade continues to be challenged
since it was [enacted], and it is a
legal right we need to continue
to defend.”
“Your body is a battleground”
is free to the public, but specific
events related to the exhibit
may require an extra fee. The
exhibit runs until June 9. More
information is available at
WeinbergNewtonGallery.com.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.

312-427-5580

800-421-1899

M-F : 8:30am-5:30pm
SAT: 8:30am-5pm

24 HOUR FAX
Fax: 312-427-1898
www.centralcamera.com

Additional
5% Discount
For students,
teachers and
faculty on most supplies

Offering the “gift” of photography. Photographic headquarters since 1899— Our “117th year”
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Chicagoan remakes
traditional breakfast
you should pay $2 a pound for
pancake mix.”
Long Table’s mixes are $36 for
OFFERING AN ALTERNATIVE to
a four-package case.
mass-produced pancake mixes,
Samuel Taylor invented the
a Chicago mother-and-son duo pancake recipes while trying
have introduced their own bou- new combinations of ingreditique version of the breakfast ents four or five times a week,
classic, available online and at sometimes twice a day, he said.
three local specialty stores.
The mixes are more comSamuel Taylor partnered with plicated than the traditional
his mother, Susanna Taylor, to white flour, sugar and leavenstart Long Table Pancakes, which ing agent, Susanna Taylor said.
currently offers two mixes—
“One is a lighter, fluffier
Windy Point, made airy with fare made with popcorn flour
popcorn flour, and White Knight, that Sam invented by popping
a buckwheat/blue corn combo.
popcorn and putting it in the
The entire stock sold out in less blender,” Susanna Taylor
than three days after the April 12 said. “The other
launch, Samuel Taylor said.
is a bit heavier,
“I started with the problem that more gritty and
most commercial pancake mixes down-to-earth.”
are terrible,” he said. “The reason
Susanna Taylor
they are terrible is people assume said the pancakes are
» ZOË EITEL
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

delicious and healthy. Most of
the mixes’ ingredients are locally
grown and milled, with a few
exceptions including almond
meal and hazelnut meal, which
are not available locally.
Customers can order the
mixes on the company’s website and at three stores around
Chicago: Logan Square Farmers

Market, 2755 N. Milwaukee Ave.; about three weeks, and so far, the
Andersonville Farmers Market, mixes have been selling slowly at
North Clark Street and West the store, but Luszcz said with
Berwyn Avenue; and Gene’s new products, it takes some
Sausage Shop & Delicatessen, time to grab people’s attention.
4750 N. Lincoln Ave.
She said the packaging and reaYolanda Luszcz, co-owner of sonable pricing of the mixes are
Gene’s, said Samuel Taylor vis- selling points.
ited her store to offer samples
Samuel Taylor said he is planbefore he was even ready to start ning on taking samples of the
wholesaling the products, allow- second batch, scheduled to be
ing her time to consider available for shipping April 25,
hosting the mixes on to local small grocery stores to
her shelves.
see if they want to carry the mixes.
“We really focus on
“We’re going to avoid the big box
European products, stores for a while, partly because
but just as import- we don’t want to get lost in the
ant to us are local shuffle of a million food products
products,” Luszcz and because if someone puts in an
said. “We are a local order for 10,000 pounds, that’s
ar tisan producer not a thing we know how to do,”
ourselves, and we Samuel Taylor said.
realize how difficult
Long Table Pancakes’ second
being your own pro- batch is scheduled to be availducer of a food able for shipping April 25 and
product is.” can be ordered for $36 for a
G e n e ’s shipment of four packages from
ha s ca r- LongTablePancakes.com.
ried Long
Table’s mixes for
zeitel@chroniclemail.com

» MITCH STOMNER/CHRONICLE

Arti Café
t
-SINCE 1961-

15% OFF

412 S. MICHIGAN AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605

Students, faculty, and staff

312.939.7855

Mon - Thurs
Void Friday - Sunday

Breakfast · Lunch · Dinner · After Theater · Fine Wines · Great Spirits · Espresso

WE DELIVER!

1150 S. WABASH AVE.
CHICAGO, IL 60605

312.583.9940

Gelato · Espresso · Desserts · Soup · Salads · Sandwiches · Burgers · Wraps

www.artists-cafe.com
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DELILAH’S
2771 N. Lincoln * (773) 472-2771

PUNK ROCK
MONDAYS

$1 American Beer

$2 Jim Beam

Free Pool !!!
4/25 - Skate Punk DJ Wildcard
4/28 - Ska & Reggae DJ Chuck
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Chicago Ballet Arts shows
kindness with anniversary
teachers who are noted for a stern
demeanor as portrayed in movies
like “Fame” and “Center Stage,”
instruction at Chicago Ballet Arts
in West Ridge defies those grim,
unyielding stereotypes.
The North Side Chicago dance
school’s mission is to let dancers do
what they are there to do—dance.
The school, located in West
Ridge in the basement of UNO
Charter School—formerly St.
Scholastica, 7416 N. Ridge Blvd.—
has existed since 1986 but has
been located in the far North
Chicago neighborhood since 1995
after moving from Montay College
on nearby Peterson Avenue.
Its 140 students will perform
June 18 for the school’s 30th anniversary concert and benefit, where
UNLIKE CLASSICAL BALLET

students from ages 5 and up will
showcase what they have learned
throughout the year, and alumni
will perform at the school’s benefit,
said co-director Patti Eylar.
Founded by dancer Clare
Carmichael nearly 30 years ago,
the school has been operated
by Eylar and co-director Leslie
Saunders, both dancers and
instructors, since Carmichael
retired nearly 11 years ago.
Saunders, to whom Carmichael
bestowed the school after she
retired, did not want to run the
school alone, so she asked Eylar,
whom she danced with in the ‘70s,
to join forces. The two have co-directed for 10 years.
When Carmichael started the
school in 1986, she wanted it to be
different from competing dance
studios. She wanted to appeal to
young people who might not be as
affluent as other dance students

» Courtesy PATTI EYLAR AND LESLIE SAUNDERS
Chicago Ballet Arts, a small dance school located in West Ridge, will celebrate its 30th anniversary with a benefit concert on
June 18 including both students and alumni who have gone on to be professional dancers.

and include families who she said
are oftentimes treated as “second
class citizens” in the dance world.
“I wanted to have a school where
people who did not have a lot of
money could afford [to enroll],
and [would be] open to the whole

family. And that way the famEylar, who danced for
ily could learn something too,” America’s first prima balleCarmichael said.
rina, Maria Tallchief, in the
CBA’s mission, unlike most bal- ‘70s for the Lyric Opera Ballet,
let schools in the Chicago area, is experienced traditional teachto allow open enrollment without ing techniques firsthand by
a formal audition process.
Tallchief and did not want to

SEE BALLET, PAGE 26

» GRETCHEN STERBA
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

Call for viewings : 312-461-9707
or stop in the South Loop Club
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Biggest Mouth brings
out Columbia’s soul
Story by Lauren Kostiuk
Design by Sarah Impola

T

he soulful hip-hop duo ConSoul took first place and unleashed its feel-good energy,
performing for the 421-person crowd
at the 12th annual Biggest Mouth battle of the bands competition at the
Metro, 3730 N. Clark St., on April 21.
ConSoul—composed of Jina Ballenger, a sophomore cinema art + science
major, and Shantel Cribbs, a junior
theatre major, and accompanied by an
eight-person band—won against the
11 other Biggest Mouth contestants.
Cribbs and Ballenger, who have
performed together for about
six months, said they draw on
the audience’s spirited energy
and each other’s chemistry to project
“peace and love” through their vocals
and contagious dance moves.
“Having a great energy and then being able to do it with our crew [is] the
most fulfilling part,” Ballenger said.

Tupni

As Biggest Mouth winners, ConSoul
will open for Sir the Baptist at this
year’s Manifest Urban Arts Festival on
May 13. The duo also won $1,000 and
various sponsored prizes.
Indie-folk rock band Elk Walking
took second place, winning $750. The
band is fronted by Savanna Dickhut,
a senior music major, and Julian Daniell, a 2015 music alumnus. They have
played together for two years and as
a full five-person band for six months.
The band began its set with an upbeat rhythm and folky feel that transitioned into an indie-rock vibe feeding
off the crowd’s pulse.
“If the crowd is energetic, then we
are energetic,” Dickhut said. “We try
to match [the audience’s] level and
meet them halfway.”
Zoofunkyou, a six-person jam band,
won the audience choice award and
$500 after transporting the Metro back to the ‘70s with its freeform
rhythm and tempo.
Derek Dare, a senior
audio
arts
&
acoustics major
and lead guitarist for the band,
shocked
the
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crowd by playing his guitar with his
tongue and teeth while wearing a
panda face mask.
“It was rewarding because a lot of
the music majors are in it to play Biggest Mouth and Manifest, and I am on
the other side of the campus in a live
sound room in the basement tuning
preamps and [other] live sound stuff,”
Dare said.
Other performers included Momz,
an upbeat soulful jazz band; Ace da
Vinci & The Lighthouses, a hip-hop
jazz band; solo acoustic artist Oku;
Blaqrock, a hip-hop rock band; rhythmic hip-hop artist Fanaticus; Tupni, a
three-person rap group; Ribz, a jazzy

IV Lab Studios nominated as
Record Producer of the Year
at the 2013 Chicago Music
Awards and whose work
has been featured on MTV,
WXRT and WGN; and Lizz
Timpa, a senior business &
entrepreneurship major.
Ian Valiente, a senior
business & entrepreneurship major and president
of SPB, said this year’s
judges looked for bands
that were new, had good
Biggest
M
stage presence and a
with the ou
niche in the Chicago
ir foo
t h at c a p
music industry.
tiva

ConSoul

te

Having a great energy [on stage] and then being able
to do it with our crew [is] the most fulfilling part.”
— Jina Ballenger
soulful band; The King of Mars, an indie rock band; and Glamour Hotline, a
three-person all-girl punk rock band.
Vice President of Student Success Mark Kelly opened the night by
pumping up the crowd with his signature “Hell Yeah” chant and performing
a drum solo that echoed through the
concert hall.
For the second consecutive year,
the competition was hosted by Aaron
Branch, a junior theatre major. His act
included a parody of the “Celebrities
Read Mean Tweets” segment from
“Jimmy Kimmel Live” in which he read
tweets from the audience, mean or
not, on stage.
The four judges, who voted on
the first- and second-place winners,
included Sharod Smith, founder of
Biggest Mouth in 2004, owner of
Elific Marketing & Management and
current manager of Jamila Woods,
who is featured in “Sunday Candy;”
Colleen Mares, Chance the Rapper’s assistant for two years; Rollin
Weary, a recording engineer from

Jake Dagit, SPB’s director of event
productions and a sophomore business & entrepreneurship major who
ran Biggest Mouth last year, said
the event felt more organized this
year. He added that SPB pushed for
a greater diversity of music genres
this year.
“[A variety of genres] is something we were very conscious of
when we went through and picked
our artists,” Dagit said. “We wanted
to make sure we were representing
our artists at Columbia entirely.”
The approximately 60 bands that
auditioned on March 3–5 had 90
seconds to perform, during which
they were judged on originality, audience appeal, performance skills
and musicality, Dagit said.
“It was exciting to see the absolute top tier of Columbia’s talent go
head-to-head at the Metro,” Dagit
said. “It is an amazing venue [with]
such amazing acts [that performed].”
lkostiuk@chroniclemail.com
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‘Sing Street’: A dull coming-of-age
tale told in vibrant technicolor

S

et in Dublin during the
1980s, director John
Carney’s “Sing Street” tells
the story of 14-year-old Conor,
played by newcomer Ferdia
Walsh-Peelo, as he embraces
the colorful world of new-wave
music to escape the dreariness
of Catholic school, economic
depression and his parents’ dysfunctional marriage.
Conor forms a band to find
his confidence and win over the
beautiful 15-year-old Raphina,
played by Lucy Boynton. As he
becomes more immersed in
the music scene, the audience
is pulled into vibrant flights
of fancy that both parody and
pay homage to the unique,

do-it-yourself aesthetic of the
era. This fun, quirky nostalgia
is one of the film’s few strengths.
Unfortunately, the attempt to
meld comedy, music and sober
realism does not fully work. The
brief forays into the world of
Conor’s quarreling parents and
his school’s fundamentalist headmaster seem to demand that the
audience take the film more seriously, but it fails to explore these
characters’ situations in any depth.
As a result, Conor’s parents and
his headmaster are mere stereotypes of authoritarianism. We are
expected to shudder at the brief
glimpses into their internal lives
but are not allowed to be close to
them in any way. Even though
“Sing Street” is about a child, its
perspective need not be childish
or one-dimensional.

Moreover, “Sing Street” emphasizes the homophobia at Conor’s
school early on but only to milk a
few cheap laughs from the audience. The film features no gay
characters and ignores the issue
after this false start.
Similarly, when Conor and his
friends enlist Ngig, played by Percy
Chamburuka, to play keyboard in
their band, it’s only as a foil for
racist humor. After a few cringeworthy jokes, he is relegated to the
backdrop of the band’s music videos,
never to be heard from again.
As Conor’s not-so-motley crew
of young musicians grows in talent, they take a whirlwind tour
through the various subcultures
of the 1980s’ musical scene, replete
with matching fashion statements.
Before long, Conor’s ultra-cool
pop materialism has won him

» Courtesy THE WEINSTEIN COMPANY
First time actor Ferdia Peelo-Walsh was selected for the role of Conor after a sixmonth hunt throughout Ireland for fresh, young talent.

Raphina’s admiration. Who would
have guessed?
Meanwhile, Conor takes cliched advice about women from
his seemingly sage older brother,
Brendan, played by Jack Reynor.
Brendan is a college dropout who
stays home and smokes pot. Conor
doesn’t seem to disagree when

Brendan accuses their sister, Ann,
played by Kelly Thornton, of being
a conformist peon because she
would rather study and attend
school than listen to rock ‘n’ roll
with them. Much like Ngig, Ann
has virtually no dialogue.
Overall, this is a deeply
obnoxious boys’ club of a

SEE FILM, PAGE26

» JAKE MILLER
FILM CRITIC
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» Courtesy THE UKRAINIAN INSTITUTE OF MODERN ART
As part of the exhibit “Chornobyl: Impact & Beyond” at The Ukrainian Institute of
Modern art, 2320 W. Chicago Ave., Karolina Kowalczyk created a work of ink and
charcoal on layered paper called “Untitled.”

5¢
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» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
THE CATASTROPHIC MELTDOWN at
Ukraine’s Chernobyl nuclear
power plant in 1986—one of history’s worst—is now the inspiration for a two-part art exhibit
at The Ukrainian Institute of
Modern Art, located at 2320 W.
Chicago Ave.
Titled “Chornobyl 30 Years Later”
using the Ukrainian spelling of
Chernobyl, the exhibit began on
April 1 and will run until May 29.
“Everyone has a story to tell,
even if they were not there,” said
Stanislav Grezdo, UIMA curator, noting that the planning and
execution of the exhibit took over
a year.
In the West gallery, “Chornobyl:
Impact & Beyond” houses work
from nine artists whose personal experiences shaped their
pieces, while the East Gallery’s
“Chornobyl: Artists Respond” contains commissioned prints by 30
artists to commemorate the event.
According to Robin Dluzen,
exhibition and operations manager

at UIMA, the response to the
exhibits has been positive so far.
“People want to tell us about their
stories with Chernobyl right away,”
Dluzen said. “It’s one of those
moments in life that everyone
remembers where they were.”
N. Eden Ünlüata, an interdisciplinary artist, designer and educator, was living in Turkey with his
parents at the time of Chernobyl.
His performance piece, “Serving
With Love,” demonstrates the
important routine of drinking
tea during social interactions in
Turkey. This was a ritual contaminated by the radioactive particles,
according to Ünlüata, an adjunct
professor in the Interactive Arts
& Media Department.
The radioactive chemicals
released from the nuclear meltdown allegedly contaminated
the Turkish tea fields, causing
a widespread panic among locals.
In an effort to calm the public,
the then-minister of industry and trade in Turkey, Cahit
Aral, drank black tea in front of
journalists to prove the tea was
harmless. He jokes that families

were more susceptible to radiation through their televisions
than from drinking tea, according to Ünlüata.
“I wanted to reenact the ritual of
people coming together and being
served tea,” Ünlüata said. “You sit,
you drink and, allegedly, you’re also
getting radiation [from the TVs].”
Ünlüata said he wants people
to discuss the “failures” of the
Turkish government.
Karolina Kowalczyk, whose
mother was pregnant at the time
of Chernobyl, used the inspiration
of vytynanky, a Ukrainian paper
cutting technique, to form her
mandala-shaped ink and charcoal
work, “Untitled.”
“I was particularly inspired by the
[Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant]
Zone of Alienation,” Kowalczyk
said. The Zone is the area surrounding Reactor No. 4 at the
Chernobyl power plant. This
area is at the highest risk of
radioactive contamination and
is still closed to the public.
According to Kowalczyk, the
lack of human intervention has
allowed the area to return to
SEE CHERNOBYL, PAGE 27

Chernobyl anniversary
commemorated with art
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“If everybody else is doing a
double pirouette, there’s nothing
stopping you from doing three or
four,” Eylar said. “And if they can,
they do.”
Steve Schildwachter, president
of the board of directors for CBA,
became interested in the nonprofit
institution when his daughter
began attending.
After observing the school for
his daughter and realizing the
institution embodied a place of
family, education and humble
beginnings, Schildwachter joined
Chicago Ballet Arts was founded almost 30 years ago with a mission that is fami- the board and became president
in 2009.
ly-inclusive, affordable and does not require the students to audition.
With three small studios,
BALLET, FROM PAGE 19
kindness rather than disap- Chicago Ballet Arts is considproval as an effective teaching ered a small school, but Eylar
pass that form of teaching on to method. They wanted to continue and Saunders make the effort to
her future dance students.
Carmichael’s mission for the include live pianists—a classic
“Maria Tallchief was very school and its students.
component of ballet.
demanding, very strict and
“It was pretty well established
Eylar said the school is commitwasn’t against yelling at people,” under [Carmichael’s] mission that ted to spending time, money and
Eylar said. “It’s very effective, but anyone can dance, and you don’t energy to use live music.
I just can’t carry it off. It’s not in have to belittle them,” she said.
Schildwachter said it did not
my personality.”
Eylar and Saunders do not matter that the school was small
Saunders, who went to the audition dancers, but they instead in size.
School of American Ballet, agreed encourage them to challenge
“[We’ve learned] that small is
that students can be treated with themselves in class.
beautiful,” Schildwachter said.

“We haven’t set out to conquer the
world of ballet by building a large
building with our own studios and
quadrupling our enrollment.”
Carmichael said CBA is in good
hands because of the co-directors’
efforts to keep the school going.

“It’s a tough thing to do,”
Carmichael said. “To have a highly
positive experience for that many
children. Leslie and Patti are doing
an amazing, amazing job.”
gsterba@chroniclemail.com

» Photos Courtesy PATTI EYLAR AND LESLIE SAUNDERS
Chicago Ballet Arts, located in the basement of UNO Charter School at 7416 N.
Ridge Blvd., has three small studios where children and teenagers practice.

INVITE
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SPECIAL
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SCREENING

Stop by the offices of
the Columbia Chronicle
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for your chance
to win a pass for
two to the special
advance screening on
Wednesday, May 4.
No purchase necessary. One pass per person. Screening
passes valid strictly for Columbia College Chicago
students, staff, and faculty only and are distributed at
the discretion of the promotional partner. Those that
have received a screening pass or promotional prize
within the last 90 days are not eligible.
VIVA has been rated R for language throughout, sexual
content and brief graphic nudity.
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its natural state, where wildlife and
animals have returned sporadically.
“I created [‘Untitled’] in the
shape of a mandala because it
represents a universe in itself,”
Kowalczyk said. “To me, when
you’re in your own world or universe, you’re isolated, and that’s
what [the Zone] felt like.”
Yhelena Hall also examined
Chernobyl’s effects on nature in her
piece, “And The Names I Forgot.”
Hall writes in her accompanying
artist statement that she used
plants that did not normally exist in

the same environment to represent
them coinciding in memory.
“It captures the particles of the
past and the history,” Hall said.
“This is post-tragedy, when you’ve
got a huge, abandoned territory
and nature took over it.”
The fine art prints in the East
Gallery exhibit have been copied
and bound into a portfolio, along
with statements provided by the
artists. The bound portfolio will be
available for purchase through the
UIMA website at UIMA-Chicago.
org, according to Grezdo.
chronicle@colum.edu

FILM, FROM PAGE 23

film. Given that its central focus
seems to be on misfits who fight
to reclaim their identity, the
film is painfully whitewashed,
male and heteronormative, even
though the new-romantic musical
scene it examines was a culture
of gender-benders.
“Sing Street” makes shallow
attempts to flaunt images of social
upheaval, yet the only struggle that
matters is a laughable adolescent
angst clearly incapable of acknowledging the existence of anything
outside of its own ego.

SERVERS & ENTERTAINERS

While some may find the cheap
laughs and colorful dance routines
charming, the tone of Conor’s flat,
materialistic fantasies is just as
troubling as the poorly examined
social context in which the film takes
place. Period films are an opportunity for timeless issues to be explored
in new contexts. There is no value in
a period setting merely for the style
that it offers, unless that style can
be complemented with substance—
something “Sing Street” lacks.
Visit www.ColumbiaChronicle.com
for a Q&A with Walsh-Peelo.
dmiller@chroniclemail.com

» Courtesy THE WEINSTEIN COMPANY
Director John Carney, who grew up
in Dublin during the 1980s, chose
to approach “Sing Street” from a
personal perspective.
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reviews

Video: “Aurora
Borealis from
Space”
NASA’s footage of the Aurora
Borealis released April 20 is a sight
to behold and shows the Earth’s
beauty can be captured on an International Space Station-mounted
high definition camera. The green
shimmer coming from the upper
atmosphere looks alien as it hovers
over the yellow-orange glow of cities. Even if you’ve seen the northern
lights before, it’s worth a watch.

Follow the adventures of Joy Cho, a
graphic designer and mother of two,
through her whimsical craft and
lifestyle blog “Oh Joy!” What started
off as a small website in 2005 quickly emerged into a brand featuring
several product lines and collaborations with companies like Target,
Johnson & Johnson and Microsoft.
Cho is also the author of three books
and has worked with hundreds of
creative businesses worldwide.
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PRETTY COOL
DEAD PEOPLE

» SELENA COTTE
COPY CHIEF

» KATLYN TOLLY
COPY EDITOR

» GRADY FLANARY
COPY EDITOR

The girl who pushed me:

Thin high heels:

Alexander the Great:

It was at camp the summer before I started fifth grade when I was shoved by some
girl one year younger than me onto a gym
floor. My front tooth broke in half, and
I’ve had a porcelain crown ever since.

If you’re wanting to add glamour to your
wardrobe with a pair of glossy high heels,
purchase wedges or shoes with thicker
heels. Ultra-thin heels will get stuck in
sidewalk vents or cracks and make you
trip and fall. The shoes aren’t worth the
bruises or embarrassment.

He has “the Great” attached to his
name, so clearly Alexander has it going
on. After becoming the king of Macedon at 20, Alexander decided to stomp
around Asia before dying at 32.

The boy who spoiled “Harry Potter
and the Half Blood Prince”:
I was sitting on a bench the following
summer reading the sixth “Harry Potter”
book. A boy my age said, “Hey, you know
Dumbledore dies?” I played it cool. “Duh,
everyone knows,” I said. I never trusted
anyone again.
Former Poet Laureate Billy Collins:
A poet laureate is the U.S. government’s
personal poet whose job is to promote the
art. Collins—a particularly famous one—
judged a contest I entered. I showed up to
the award ceremony where I didn’t even
place. It’s not Collins’ fault I was an immature poet at the time, but my feelings
were hurt so I still hold it against him.
Microsoft Word 2003:

Blog: “Oh Joy!”

SHOES NOT
TO WEAR IN
THE CITY

When I was in eighth grade, I wrote an
excellent piece for a course on fiction
writing. I used the word processor to follow my format instructions, but what it
had said was double spacing was not, and
I had points taken off of what would have
been a perfect paper.
Yu-Gi-Oh!:
This trash of an anime plagues my boyfriend’s TV screen. His hundreds of
cards contaminate an otherwise very
nice apartment. It’s a card game. With
almost 800 episodes about it. Send help.

White sneakers:
While sneakers might be your best
choice for comfort, any pair of white
shoes will get dirty within a week of use.
Instead, invest your money wisely in a
nice pair of gray or black sneakers that
will mask inevitable dirt stains.
Suede boots:
Suede boots are prone to white salt stains
during the winter. Unless you want your
favorite black suede boots to resemble a
zebra during the snowy months, it’s best
to avoid the fabric altogether.

Jesus:
This guy was clearly one of the rock
stars of the ancient world. He had long
hair, hung out with prostitutes and
other societal rejects and was even
prone to flipping tables if he got mad.
He also had the “only using one name”
thing going on before Cher and Bono.
Franklin Delano Roosevelt:
A lot of people will tell you Lincoln was
the greatest president. Not so. In addition to being elected president four
times—and presumably more, had he
not died—FDR created many social
programs, led us in WWII and helped
end the Great Depression.

Flip-flops:
Open-toed shoes seem to invite disaster
when you’re walking around a populated
area. Don’t take my word for it? Be prepared for your toes to get trampled on the
Red Line during rush hour.
Crocs:
Unless you’re only wearing these around
the house or you’re under the age of 12,
stay away from the classic Crocs because
they are socially unacceptable. However,
I applaud the company’s improvement
in style with its new Isabella and Leigh
collections featuring sandals, wedges
and ballet flats. I would almost consider
giving the brand a try. Key word: almost.

Albert Einstein:
OK, so minus the whole “marrying his
cousin” thing, it’s tough not to be impressed by this theoretical physicist.
It’s amazing to think that Einstein, all
those decades ago, predicted so much
about the world of physics.
Saladin:
Saladin is the guy who led the Muslim
campaign against the Crusaders. In addition to beating a dude cool enough to
be named “Richard the Lionheart,” he
gave away almost all his wealth to the
poor and allowed Christian pilgrimages to Jerusalem.
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WEARING
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RAINS
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COPY EDITOR
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PHOTO EDITOR

The new app allows users to “Skimm”
through information, events and news
that will happen each day, and sends
them a newsletter in the morning. The
only downside is the app charges users a $2.99 subscription fee a month.
It seems redundant compared to
other social media apps that provide
more content. Also, it is only available
for iPhones.

“Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt” more
than lived up to its name with a flawless second season on Netflix. With
its well-defined rapid-fire comedy,
binge-worthy episodes and Titus’ offoff-off-Broadway show tunes, the show
picked right up where it left off. It’s going
to be a long wait for season three. Unlike
the last 15 years of Kimmy’s life, this series shows no signs of being held back.

For better or worse, Santana has maintained the style it established with
1999’s Supernatural in its April 15
release, Santana IV. The single “Anywhere You Want To Go” is good but, unfortunately, closer to Los Lonely Boys’
sound than the Abraxas-era Santana I
adore. While the album satisfies a hunger for new Santana, it does not transcend what I view as a stylistic decline.

My rule is when the weather turns
above 56 degrees, it’s time to bring
your toes out. However, spring in Chicago means rain at least through May.
When it rains and my toes are exposed,
bacteria are screaming for joy as they
latch onto my poor feet. Mud, pee from
the CTA and fecal matter all exist in
the city. You mix that with rainwater
and it just happens to get everywhere.

APP

“RATCHET AND
CLANK” VIDEO
GAME

SCREEN

“HAIR” BY LITTLE
MIX MUSIC VIDEO

MUSIC

“BOYFRIEND” BY
TEGAN AND SARA

RANDOM

KYOCERA S2150
FLIP PHONE

» GRADY FLANARY
COPY EDITOR

» ZOË EITEL
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» JAKE MILLER
OPERATIONS ASSISTANT

» JAKE MILLER
OPERATIONS ASSISTANT

While early buzz around 2016’s
“Ratchet & Clank” film has been lacking, the game released April 12 to
accompany its launch is a pleasant
surprise. The visual style is easily the
closest I have seen a game get to an
animated feature, and gameplay is a
mix of engaging platforming with destructive and silly combat. The Clank
segments, however, are mind-numbingly dull.

Although I’m not a huge fan of Little
Mix’s new song, “Hair,” its music video is like the ultimate sleepover. With
lots of pizza, singing into curling irons,
fashion show montages and girl talk
as the group encourages singer LeighAnne Pinnock to get over her ex, I
would love to attend this girl-power
party. Also, Perrie Edwards brought her
dog, which is a surefire way to get me to
attend any event.

With a cavernous drum machine and
swathes of glossy synthesizers, Tegan
and Sara’s “Boyfriend,” released April
7, harkens back to the crisp electronic sounds of 1980s new wave music,
yet the lyrical content of the song is a
gossipy lament about a secret girl-ongirl love affair. This progressive spin
on the typical dance anthem positions
the song toward being tailored to a
more modern audience.

This baby comes equipped with
an old-fashioned number pad, a
two-megapixel camera and pre-paid
service courtesy of Virgin Mobile. Best
of all, sending a text message is difficult and unwieldy, which means I’m
more likely to speak to another human
being when necessary. While this has
made me relatively unpopular among
my less communicative peers, the best
of us can find happiness in misery.
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OPINIONS
editorial

Update privacy
legislation to keep up
with technology

T

wo recent cases involving
technology giants Apple and
Microsoft versus the government show that these technology
corporations recognize the importance of privacy to their consumers.
In March, the FBI attempted to
obtain a court order to compel Apple to
access information from an encrypted
iPhone belonging to a gunman in
the December 2015 shooting in San
Bernardino, California, according to
a March 28 New York Times article.

The FBI still broke into the phone
without Apple’s assistance, but Apple
highlighted issues of user privacy
when it argued that creating a standing backdoor into the gunman’s phone
would render all iPhones vulnerable to a wide range of intrusion.
More recently, Microsoft sued the
federal government for preventing it
from notifying users when the government is accessing their emails
and other documents, according to an
April 15 article from Reuters.com.
editorial

Minimum wage increase
cannot be business-focused

O

n April 14, minimum wage
workers in Chicago and
nationwide gathered to advocate for a $15 minimum wage, as
reported April 18 by The Chronicle.
The Fight for 15 movement, as it is
called, has gained traction throughout the labor movement, and states
such as California and New York have
adopted plans to raise the minimum
wage to $15 over a number of years.
Chicago’s minimum wage is set to
increase from $10 to $10.50 on July 1
as part of a plan to raise the minimum
wage to $13 by July 2019, according
to the City of Chicago’s website.
While the city’s plan shows a commitment to increasing wages to a livable level
for minimum wage workers in a city with
a high cost of living, workers continue

to advocate for increasing the minimum
wage to $15 and with good reason.
Minimum wage jobs are frequently stereotyped as jobs for teenagers and students
to get extra money, but many adults rely on
minimum wage jobs as their main source
of income and support for their families.
As a matter of fact, approximately 89
percent of people who would benefit from
a minimum wage increase are over the age
of 20, according to the U.S. Department of
Labor. The reality of who holds minimum
wage jobs makes increasing the minimum
wage all the more important because
the increase would help the average
American family, not just the high school
students trying to acquire extra money.
While businesses and government
officials might argue that raising the
minimum wage may burden employers,
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Microsoft’s lawsuit alleged violations
of the Fourth Amendment right against
unreasonable search and seizure as well as
the company’s First Amendment right of
free speech, according to the news story.
Even if technology companies are taking legal action for self-serving reasons,
such as protecting market share, users
will still benefit if this leads to legislation that protects their privacy rights.
Such cases stress the need for new laws
to address how much technology has
developed and will continue to develop.
The current law governing these transactions is the Electronic Communications
Privacy Act from 1986, which “protects
wire, oral, and electronic communications while those communications are
being made, are in transit and when
they are stored on computers. The Act
applies to email, telephone conversations and data stored electronically.”
The law was created long before the
invention of remote servers like “the
cloud,” thus creating a loophole the
federal government can exploit to
legally access users’ data stored in
places not specified by the law.
maintaining such a low minimum
wage is a heavier burden for employees,
and the nation as a whole, to bear.
A $15 minimum wage should be the goal
nationwide, but realistic plans involving
incremental increases over a specific
timeline would best achieve that goal.
In California, the minimum
wage will reach $15 per hour for all
workers by 2023, according to an
April 4 Washington Post article.
By 2021, the minimum wage will be
increased to $15 in New York for all
workers using a plan that increases the
minimum wage for different jobs at different rates until all workers reach $15 per
hour, according to an April 4 press release
on Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo’s website.
Plans like California’s allow companies to adjust to the wage increases
gradually without having to take drastic
measures such as firing employees
to make up for increased wages.
Our inadequate minimum wage
is another way in which the U.S. has
failed as a world power to set the international standard for social issues.

Microsoft also argued that the current
law fails to recognize that information
stored on emails and electronic documents is property worthy of protection.
Users may be uncomfortable knowing the government can access their
information, but there are legitimate
reasons the federal government may not
want someone to know it is collecting
information on them. For example, if
someone is suspected of serious criminal
or terrorist activity, the government
would not want that person to be alerted
and possibly try to cover up the crime.
If Microsoft is allowed to tell
users when their data is being collected, it is unclear whether it would
be required to tell all affected users
or free to use its own discretion.
Internet privacy may never be completely achieved, but as Microsoft
said in its lawsuit, people do not give
up their rights when they decide to
store data on a remote server.
While these questions are important,
the overarching issue of using outdated
legislation to take advantage of people’s
use of remote servers must be addressed.
However, Seattle’s yearlong experience of implementing $15 minimum
wage plan has been successful, proving such plans could be successfully
implemented on a federal level.
As the next step in a plan
implemented a year ago, Seattle
increased its minimum wage to
$13 in January 2016, according to
a March 31 Seattle Times article.
In the same article, Chris Maykut,
founder and owner of the three Chaco
Canyon Organic Cafes in Seattle, said:
“The minimum-wage increase has had
a huge impact on my small business,
but that’s not the point. It’s good for
the community and will ideally lay
the foundation for national policy.”
Accepting and even advocating
for a higher minimum wage might
not be the easiest challenge for
businesses. However, it is far more
realistic for a business to figure out a
way to bring about a minimum wage
increase than it is for people across
the country to overcome poverty on
current minimum wage salaries.

Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
have strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear
from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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Sexist comments
show Kasich is
no GOP savior
» megan bennett

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
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t an April 15 town hall in Watertown, New York, a woman in
her first year of college at St.
Lawrence University asked GOP presidential candidate John Kasich what
he would do as president to protect
women like her from sexual harassment
and assault, according to a Politico
article published the same day.
Kasich initially responded with
sympathy for sexual assault victims,
even pointing out he has teenage
daughters, but his warning to women
that followed was problematic.
“I’ll also give you one bit of advice:
Don’t go to parties where there’s a lot

of alcohol,” Kasich said in the video
livestreamed on his Facebook page.
Public backlash in reaction to his comment ensued, and Kasich—or his team,
most likely—tweeted a statement the same
day backtracking on his earlier remarks.
“Only one person is at fault in a sexual
assault, and that’s the assailant. That’s
why John Kasich has worked so hard to
provide campuses with the tools they need
to make sure victims have the necessary
support. Victims need to know we’re doing
everything we can to have their backs,
and that’s happening in Ohio under John
Kasich’s leadership,” as the statement
put it in three consecutive tweets.
However, the candidate’s halfhearted
recant does not excuse his earlier comments, which perpetuate rape culture.
Kasich’s original advice insinuated that
it is a woman’s job to avoid sexual assault
by avoiding places on campus where male
students and alcohol may be present. This
kind of misogyny is embedded within
our society and promoted by essentially
all of the GOP candidates. Even Kasich,
who is supposedly the most moderate
among them, portrays the same attitude
when it comes to sexual misconduct.
Perpetuating rape culture is an issue
that doesn’t begin or end with the out-oftouch GOP candidates. In a February 2015
study published by the journal “Sexuality
and Culture,” researchers analyzed more
than 40 college websites and their tips to
help students avoid sexual assault. The
research revealed that approximately
80 percent of those tips were directed
toward women protecting themselves
and a mere 14 percent of the tips advised

men not to assault or harass women.
Studies like these prove Kasich’s
admonition is part of the larger issue
of rape culture in the United States,
as demonstrated by the country’s
inability to educate potential offenders instead of potential victims.
Throughout the presidential primaries,
sexism has been rampant among GOP
candidates. Trump alluded to Megyn
Kelly’s menstrual “bleeding” after she
grilled him during a debate in August,
and Ted Cruz publicly condemned

because of his ability not to succumb to
other candidates’ childish games, but his
comments about sexual assault and abuse
show he has far to go in understanding
how sexism is perpetuated in this country.
Kasich’s opposition to abortion except in
cases of rape and incest, his work in defunding Planned Parenthood in his constituency
of Ohio and his prohibiting elective abortion
in public hospitals all shows that he is not a
champion for women’s reproductive rights.
However, the fact that Kasich’s gut
instinct—advising women to make

[Kasich’s] comments about sexual assault and
abuse show he has far to go in understanding
how sexism is perpetuated in this country.
abortion, Planned Parenthood and, in
general, women’s reproductive rights.
Kasich supporters praise him for being
more reasonable than Trump but still willing to make tough decisions. The Chicago
Sun-Times and the New York Times, as
well as celebrities like Tim Allen and
Charles Barkley, have all endorsed him.
“We urge a vote for Ohio Gov. John
Kasich, knowing perfectly well that his
odds of winning the nomination are
remote,” the March 4 Chicago Sun-Times
endorsement stated. “At least you’ll be voting for the biggest grown-up in the room.”
The New York Times also praised
him as the only “plausible” choice
in its Jan. 30 endorsement.
Republicans and Democrats alike talk
about Kasich as the GOP “grown-up”

avoiding sexual assault or harassment their responsibility—shows his
disconnect from women’s issues.
That a GOP candidate made a sexist
comment is not shocking. However,
Kasich is always represented as the party’s beacon of hope among his far more
inflammatory competitors. This kind
of comment proves even the best option
for a Republican president would still
be extremely problematic for women.
If the GOP candidates want to appeal
to the broader female population, they
must educate themselves on the details
of rape culture and victim blaming to
avoid perpetuating an oppression they
will never personally understand.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com

student poll

What do you think
of the movement to
increase minimum
wage to $15?

“There are pros and cons. It would be
nice, but the problem with that is the
price of things will increase.”
davis blackwell

senior creative writing
major

tabitha rees

junior business &
entrepreneurship major

“I am for higher minimum wage; I
know especially for student workers
that is a big deal.”

“[It] is nice sounding right now. If [the
market] stayed the same it, would be
really nice. I am on the fence. “
giovanni perry

senior creative writing
major

letter to the editor

In response to
Columbia’s finances
I’ve been checking out the recent financial issues Columbia College has been facing, and frankly I am very worried about
the survival of Columbia College Chicago.
I am a 1986 alumna, and my major
was music/theatre. The experience I
had at Columbia I describe as nurturing
and therefore transforming. I loved my
teachers and my classmates as if they

were family. It taught me to be a critical
thinker, a problem solver who thinks
outside of societal limitations, and a
person who believes everyone needs
and deserves unconditional love.
I would hate to think Columbia
College Chicago could go under
because of poor financial decisions.
Somewhere in this world there is someone who was like me: scared, confused,
stressed out, in an abusive relationship,
in and out of jobs, [living] hand to mouth.

Columbia College was a beacon of light
in a painful inner storm. I would hate
to think Columbia College wouldn’t be
available to [be] that beacon if it were
closed for lack of student enrollment,
or internal or state mismanagement.
This letter doesn’t offer any solutions,
because I am not familiar with finance
or statistics or any of that linear, look
at the purse stuff. If I could afford
to, I would be a student at Columbia
again, and hope that would help.

This is a purely emotional letter,
telling you how much I love Columbia
College Chicago. I am extending
my gratitude, and hope Columbia
irons out its financial issues and
continues to move forward in being
a beacon of hope like it was for me.
Thank you for reading.
Maureen Brill
Music/Theatre, Class of 1986
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606 Trail’s new bike repair stations installed >> Page 36

Karen Lewis:
Rauner is a liar,
lacks ability
to govern

»

Chicago Teachers Union President Karen Lewis spoke to attendees
of the City Club of Chicago luncheon April 20, focusing on education
issues, lack of funding for CPS and CTU contract negotiations.

METRO EDITOR

President Karen
Lewis said the union could not rule out a teacher’s strike, amid contract negotiations with
Chicago Public Schools, after its independent
analysis found that CPS could not survive the
contract it offered CTU in January of this year.
Lewis addressed attendees of the City Club
of Chicago during a luncheon at Maggiano’s
Little Italy Banquet Hall, 111 W. Grand Ave
on April 20.
Lewis spoke about the controversy surrounding current contract negotiations
between CTU and CPS. She also expressed
dissatisfaction with Gov. Bruce Rauner, who
she said has launched a personal crusade
against CTU.
“If Governor Rauner says he loves Illinois
but hates labor, then he’s a liar—there is no
Illinois without labor,” Lewis said.
Lewis also claimed Rauner is not fit to
govern Illinois and referred to his attacks on
CTU as a “purposeful distraction to redirect
our attention from his inability to govern
and manage the state’s finances.”
Lewis also asked the crowd whether

CHICAGO TEACHERS UNION

anyone from Homeland Security had checked
on Rauner, comparing the governor to the
Islamic State group ISIS.
“The things he’s doing look like acts of terror
on poor and working class people,” Lewis said.
Although many applauded after Lewis
made that statement, a spokeswoman for
Rauner was not pleased.
Catherine Kelly, a spokeswoman for
Rauner, said in an April 20 statement to the
Chicago Tribune, “This kind of rhetoric has
no place in American public discourse and
sets a terrible example for our kids.”
Lewis also denounced a statement in a
fact-finding report that was quoted in an
April 16 CPS press release that a “thirdparty impartial arbitrator—one who was
chosen by both CPS and CTU—found
that the deal we reached in January was a
reasonable and fair contract in extremely
difficult circumstances.”
The press release claimed the Jan. 29
agreement reached with CTU that was
rejected by CTU’s bargaining team was the
“most reasonable approach to an extremely
difficult situation.” It also stated the proposed
agreement “sought to protect, and indeed, did
protect, the core interests of both parties.”

According to an April 18 Chicago
Tribune article, CPS CEO Forrest Claypool
announced the district would have to borrow
more money to stay open and urged the CTU
to accept the contract recommended by the
independent fact-finder.
Lewis said the CTU had an external analysis conducted that said the neutral fact-finding report was “dead on arrival.”
“The reality is the Chicago Board of
Education cannot afford to sign a contract
with the Chicago Teachers Union. CPS
finances have surpassed the danger zone
and are now nearing a meltdown,” Lewis said.
“The CTU has been clear on its revenue positions: tax the rich, rein in the banks and close
the budget gap. Structural solutions require
progressive income tax. We are also looking at
a way to tax the billions spent on the Chicago
Board of Trade, which currently is at no tax.”
According to the Tribune article, CTU’s
rejection of the fact-finder’s recommendations on April 16 opens the door for a
strike after 30 days, with a union issuing
of a 10-day notice.
“Despite his constant attacks on the
Chicago Teachers Union, he’s had no problem
clouting his daughter into Walter Payton

High School, where CTU members work,”
Lewis said. “We find it so ironic that Rauner
blames CPS teachers for failing students, yet
chooses to send his daughter to a city school.”
An April 20 email from Claypool to Lewis
proposed a final and binding arbitration—a
sit-down between the two parties with a
third-party moderator who makes the final
decision—instead of a teachers strike.
The email goes on to say “[A strike] would
be devastating to our students and parents.
Further, we are at a loss as to how a strike
would solve or even advance a solution to
the considerable challenges that CPS faces.
The best course is for CPS and CTU to join
together in Springfield for long-term, sustainable funding for our schools.”
When asked about the call from Claypool
for binding arbitration at a press conference
following the event, Lewis called it a “pure
publicity stunt” and said Claypool has her
phone number and never bothered to
reach out to her. She added that she
thinks he did this because he knew she
would be speaking at an event.
Ronald Robinson, community relations director for Lydia Healthcare, a
mental health rehabilitation facility in
SEE CTU, PAGE 39

» MCKAYLA BRAID

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
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‘Uptown Initiative’ creates bar,
housing facility partnership
A NORTH SIDE bar is using its
connection to low-income housing facilities to give back to the
community through dinners and
donations in what the owners are
calling their “Uptown Initiative.”
The Fat Cat Bar, 4840 N.
Broadway, has been working with
Mercy Housing Lakefront, which
provides low-income housing
throughout Chicago and the state
of Illinois, to organize dinners at
their apartment buildings and
additional activities, according to
Howard Natinsky, a Fat Cat partner
who has been on the Mercy Housing
board of directors since 2011.
Natinsky and Fat Cat employees
hosted a dinner in April at one of
Mercy Housing Lakefront’s seven
Uptown locations, Malden Arms

Apartments, 4727 N. Malden St.—a
follow-up to the kick-off dinner
for this program, which was held
in February at Mercy Housing
Miriam Apartments, 4707 N.
Malden St. for residents.
“I felt like Fat Cat is well established now, and this area’s changing,” Natinsky said. “Sometimes
as things gentrify, you worry about
who’s going to be left behind.”
Natinsky said the bar also will
begin serving specialty drinks this
week, donating part of the proceeds
to providing materials for Mercy
Housing residents, including
sewing machines for the Miriam
location’s sewing club.
Natinsky said during the summer the bar will evaluate additional
ways to help based on what the
facilities need most.
To continue hosting dinners for
larger facilities, including other
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Uptown apartment buildings that
serve approximately 160 people,
Mercy Housing Lakefront hopes to
encourage other businesses to join
the initiative with Fat Cat, according to Jill Roggeveen, director of
Individual and Leadership Giving
at Mercy Housing Lakefront.
“We wanted to get a couple of
these under our belt, work out
whatever kinks [and] make sure we
have a well-oiled machine so when
we look to recruit other partners,
we can basically have a packaged
product so they can work with that,”
she said.

Natinsky also said he hopes the
Uptown Initiative will set an example for other local businesses to
volunteer to assist Mercy Housing.
Ally Brisbin, director of Business
Services for Business Partners-The
Chamber for Uptown, said the partnership could attract more local
owners to volunteer their services.
“They’re serving as a great model
for how to make sense for their
business to engage in the greater
community and serve those in
need,” Brisbin said.
Mark Angelini, president of
Mercy Housing Lakefront, said the

TWEET IT @CCCHRONICLE

organization’s board members use
their connections to create strong
relationships between Mercy and
businesses throughout the city.
Angelini added that he is
grateful Natinsky found a way
to combine his board work and
his business interests to spread
awareness of the facilities, especially during the state budget crisis
which has left them with less funding for resident services.
“Uptown is a much more diverse
community economically and in
other ways than it was 20 or 25
years ago,” Angelini said. “It’s more
important in that context to keep
reminding our residents that they
are as valued and important as
any other resident in that neighborhood and are seen as such by
a local stakeholder like Howard.”
The dinners are served by
Fat Cat employee volunteers,
including general manager
Drew Schmitke.
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» MEGAN BENNETT
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

The Fat Cat Bar hosted a dinner at Mercy
Housing Malden Arms, 4727 N. Malden
St., April 20 as part of its “Uptown
Initiative” for Mercy Housing Lakefront,
a low-income housing organization.

@CCCHRONICLE
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» MAYA DURFEE O’BRIEN

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
CYCLISTS USING THE 606 West
Town bike paths will now be
able to pump their tires and
perform other bicycle maintenance for free when riding the
elevated trail.
The three repair stations
are located at the Walsh Park,
Ridgeway and Talman locations, according to Jean Linsner,
Exelon fellow for Education for
The Trust for Public Land, which
assisted in the installation. The
repair stations, which include
air pumps and other tools, were
installed April 16 along the 606
trail to help riders with day-today bike problems
The stations are part of a larger
effort to promote bike safety and
education for local youth.

Linsner said TPL partnered
with West Town Bikes, 2459 W.
Division St., and the National
Recreation Foundation to launch
the project.
The partnership aims to involve
local youth in the community and
recreation efforts, Linsner said.
She added that West Town Bikes
will employ six students—ages
ranging from 15 to 20—every 10
weeks, who will supervise the bike
repair stations, help ensure trail
etiquette is followed and educate
riders on bike safety.
“It made sense for this particular funding source to be able
to have youth up on the trail,”
Linsner said. “It’s not like it’s a
retail product we just bought to
put on the trail. It’s part of a larger
community engagement process.”
Emily Leidenfrost, program
manager of West Town Bikes,
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oversees the youth ambassadors
who work with the nonprofit on
trail and station maintenance.
Leidenfrost said working with
youth on the 606 trail is something
she enjoys.
“I’m proud to say that we are
employing so many youth right
now,” Leidenfrost said.
For some ambassadors, this is
their first job, and Leidenfrost is

grateful to see how much pride the
youth take in caring for the trail by
maintaining the repair stations’
upkeep or helping to point out
suspicious activity along the trail.
The 606 trail, located in
the western neighborhoods of
Bucktown, Wicker Park and
Logan Square, opened in June
2015, but Linsner said TPL and the
other groups held off on the project

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
There will be three repair stations located along the 606 path at the Walsh Park,
Ridgeway and Talman locations, according to Jean Linsner, Exelon fellow for
Education for The Trust for Public Land.

until now so the path’s plants and
other greenery could be planted.
Alex Wilson, executive director of West Town Bikes, helped
install the repair stations found
throughout the trail.
“Quite often, you don’t know
what your bike needs until you
start riding it,” Wilson said.
“It’s great to have access to tools
when you are riding your bike on
the trail and find that you need
some air in the tires or some
basic adjustments.”
Linsner said the stations would
allow cyclists to ride more efficiently and safely along the trail.
“It allows people who don’t necessarily have tools at their houses
or garages to fix their bikes, to be
able to come and have that fix-it
station be part of their daily commute or their recreational ride on
the west end,” Linsner said.
Ted Villaire, communications director of the Active
Transportation Alliance, a
local advocacy group for sustainable transportation, said in
an April 18 emailed statement

SEE 606, PAGE 39

Repair sites along 606 trail
to provide free bike aid

occupation: Owner of Melissa’s Pal Crépes
Danka Marinkovic neighborhood:
South Loop
»

THE CHRONICLE: How does
it feel to be the first legal street
fter realizing opening the food cart operator in Chicago?
first legal street food cart DANKA MARINKOVIC: It feels a
in Chicago would be a real- bit strange. It makes me happy—not
ity, Danka Marinkovic, owner of because we’re the first food cart,
Melissa’s Pal Crépes, decided to but because I’m a single mom.
close her other businesses includ- There are a couple of reasons why
ing a gallery and salon, both locat- I hope the business is successful,
ed in River North, to focus on her aside from offering healthy, fresh,
food cart.
local food really fast. I hope it works
Marinkovic, who emigrated because we’re doing something
from the former Yugoslavia and nice for the community. It’s a lot of
present-day Bosnia, said her work, and hopefully, it will be someSerbian heritage influences her thing that expands that maybe my
cooking. She said she is the only kids could take over in the future.
one in her company who knows
the recipe for the crepes.
What inspired you to open
Marinkovic also sells a range of Melissa’s Pal Crépes?
healthy foods, such as pasta bowls, I remember as a kid, when I first
fruit cups and chopped salads. She came to America, seeing a roasted
said everything she serves is fresh chestnut vendor right around
and local. Any leftovers are donated the Marshall Field’s Christmas
or handed out to the homeless.
window, and I thought it was so
The Chronicle spoke with beautiful. For some strange reaMarinkovic about launching her son, that always stuck in my mind.
food cart, the idea behind her busi[When] I had an art gallery
ness and her plans for the future.
[and] hair salon, and we were

hanging out one winter morning,
and my kids asked my mom to
make some crepes, and you know
we grew up with crepes—it’s like a
peanut-butter and jelly sandwich
for us. And I just said “Why don’t
we take these crepes out on the
street and sell them? Everybody
loves crepes.”
My mom started laughing
at me, and then I started doing
research. Then we started with
the farmers market, and we
hooked up with a couple of companies that do corporate catering.
We [still] do corporate catering,
which is doing fresh crepes
on- site. I’ve been watching and
doing research, and then last year,
when I saw they became legal, I
just jumped at the chance.

MCKAYLA BRAID
METRO EDITOR
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» Courtesy DANKA MARINKOVIC
Danka Marinkovic is the owner and
creator of Melissa’s Pal Crépes, the
first legal street cart in Chicago.
Marinkovic hopes to one day own a
permanent kiosk on State Street.
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beginning to when you’re actually
allowed to be out on the street.
What I’ve noticed and what my
friends have laughed at me about
is if somebody looks at the cart the
wrong way, I start getting stressed
out, so I think it’s basically the public’s approval. That, to me, is what’s
most important.

What is next for your business?
I still have this desire to have a permanent kiosk right under the clock
on State Street by the old Marshall
Field’s building by Macy’s, but that
would be a long-term goal. I would
really like to have a permanent
structure there for some strange
reason, however; we’re developing
a new cart and hopefully bringing
it out on the streets this summer.
I would like it to be a little more
What are some of the unique streamlined, [but] there really isn’t
challenges that come with own- anything available in the United
ing a food cart?
States that I’ve seen like what they
For me, it is the public approval. have in Europe and in Asia.
This is like a baby that you nurture when you develop it from
mbraid@chroniclemail.com

PiZZA deLiVerY

and pasta boWls!

College
students

receive a free drink with
a purChase of a 6 inCh sub
{with student i.d.}

332 s. MiChigan avenue

fontanosonmichigan.com

312-663-3061
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Columbia Approved Private Bed & Bath, Direct Access to the Blue Line, Free Food Weekly,
Amenities: Individual 12 Month Leases, Fully Furnished, Inclusive Rates with Electricity Credits

bring this ad in for waived fees!*
315 S. Peoria | Chicago, IL 60607 | 855.570.7629 | TailorLofts.info
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Robbins, Illinois, said many
co-workers at Lydia live in Chicago
and have children in CPS. He said
he is concerned about CPS and the
State of Illinois.
Robinson said he was skeptical of
Lewis when he arrived at the luncheon, but was moved by her speech
and now agrees with her perspectives.
“She really swayed me and
changed my thinking in a lot of
ways,” Robinson said.
Ashley Glover, social media
manager at Lydia Healthcare and

Linsner said the project is a winwin for everyone involved.
“We get to work with one of our
favorite partners, West Town
Bikes, [which does] such good work
in the community,” Linsner said.
“We also get to help support kids
gaining new skills that really are
wonderful beyond the summer or
even beyond their time in Chicago.”

He added that such ventures
benefit the neighborhood and bring
something unique to the bar.
“This doesn’t always happen—this
kind of business,” Schmitke said. “It’s
nice to be at a point where I don’t have
to beg or force them [to volunteer].”
Robert Harris, a 15-year Malden
Arms resident who attended the
April 20 dinner, said it is rare for
businesses to serve the residents
outside of holiday seasons.
Programming is provided by
staff members, but Angelini said it
is especially meaningful to residents
when they are offered outside assistance from the neighborhood.
“We’re dealing with individuals
that have had a lot of isolation in
their lives, and it really means a lot to
them and is a big part of their healing
process when someone can come in
and say ‘Hey, we want to do a dinner
here for you because you’re a valued
person,’” Angelini said. “‘We want to
get to know and connect with you.’
It’s a very important thing and a key
outcome of this initiative.”

chronicle@colum.edu

mbennett@chroniclemail.com

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
West Town Bikes, 2459 W. Division St., will employ six local students to maintain
the repair stations and monitor behavior along the 606 path.
606, FROM PAGE 36

that he was happy to see repair
stations installed on the trail.
“Public bike repair stations
provide a helping hand for people
biking, while showing appreciation for people who are choosing a type of transportation that
reduces congestion, makes the air
cleaner and the city healthier,”
Villaire said.

a parent to children in CPS, said
she is concerned for her children’s
education. She said their school
recently cut its after-school program due to a lack of funding.
Glover said she is worried about a
strike because it could cut down the
amount of time her children spend
in the classroom.
“I understand that teachers have
to make money; they do have to make
a living. There are some concerns,
but I think with Karen on board—I
think we’ll be OK,” Glover said.
mbraid@chroniclemail.com

» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE
Karen Lewis, president of the Chicago Teachers Union, spoke April 20 about issues within CPS, the budget impasse and her disdain for Gov. Bruce Rauner.

EXCELLENT TEACHERS? YOU BET!
Please join the Excellence in Teaching Award Committee & the Center for
Innovation in Teaching Excellence in congratulating the recipients of the 2016
Excellence in Teaching Award:

Robert DiFazio

Michelle Rafacz

Business & Entrepreneurship Science & Mathematics

Wenhwa Ts’ao

Cinema Art & Science

We also acknowledge these Excellence in Teaching Award finalists:
Kathie Bergquist
Creative Writing

Shannon Downey

Business & Entrepreneurship

Nami Mun

Creative Writing
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